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The play's meaning through two oppositions is defined by its stage action and its language, are parallel and
complimentary to each other. The lengthy and poetical choral odes in this drama, as in practically every
ancient Greek tragedy, are an integral part of the experience for both the audience and for the portrayal of the
myth. What shall I say? The truth of the fate at which Oedipus would succumb was inevitable because nothing
can escape fate, least of all mankind. This "religion" is mainly based on a body of diverse stories and legends,
and contained no formal structure. This change of fortune is a key factor in man's demise and it can result in
speculation that perhaps the gods plotted his ruin out of malice. Firstly, we could make the assumption that
perhaps as destiny controls all fates, then Oedipus' character was created long before he was conceived Essay
Topic: tragedy Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Therefore, every event that ever happened
was predetermined and unchangeable. My intention is to prove that although the Fates play a crucial part in
the story, it is Oedipus'choices and wrong doing that ultimately lead to his downfall. These things work upon
his mind, so that his earlier proud calmness and assurance fall away and are replaced by compulsive, almost
obsessive fear. Teiresias: You are a poor wretch to taunt me with the very insults which everyone will soon
heap upon yourself. I knew this well, but did not act on it; else I should not have come. Oedipus, being the
mighty king he is, is determined to solve the problem. Destiny - Chance vs. Oedipus: When he who plots
against me in the dark Comes swiftly on, I must be swift in turn. Even Teiresias, though fully capable of
pronouncing his dreadful prophesies without the aid of rhetorical deices, takes advantage of this blending of
the senses, turning the intended insult given him by Oedipus into a reversed prophesy: Oedipus: You are blind
in mind and ears as well as in your eyes. You have no idea. The idea of destiny is one that has been written
about since the beginning of time. After learning about the prophecy, Oedipus immediately takes action by
leaving his hometown of Corinth and avoiding his supposed parents. Everything is already in existence, and
has only to be unraveled. What is "fate"? The author of "Oedipus the King" uses ironic devices to convey a
tragic attitude toward the struggle of fate and free will Throughout history there have been theses men and
many more who claimed to know details about the future. Does man ha free will


